
  

 

  Stabilo and other Handwriting Products 

Stabilo S pens and pencils available for right and left handers and can be purchased from 

shops such as Tescos, The Range, Sainsbury’s, Amazon 

‘S’ Move pens – These are fibre tipped pens so provide easi marking and some friction on 

the paper.  The ergonomic shapes and finger thumb indents support a good functional tripod 

grasp, although beware that your child does not cross their thumb across the shaft of the 

pen.   

 

 

 

 

Easi-ergo pencils – benefits:  Support a tripod grasp – pencil graphite supports friction on paper so 

does not run away like a ‘ballpoint’.  Thicker shaft of pencil assists to achieve improved and relaxed 

hand posture.  

 

Stabile easy gel:  Blue gel ink (line width 0.5mm) with anti-smudge formula. 



  

 

 

Easiball: STABILO EASYball is a chunky retractable ballpoint pen with 
Stabilo's EASY ergonomic grip with comfortable moulded rubber. 
EASYball is the natural progression in the EASY range and with its 
grown-up styling is equally suitable for children over 12 or anyone 
who does a lot of writing or has grip problems. It sits perfectly in the 
hand and ensures flowing writing with little pressure.  
The innovative grip moulds ensure correct grip immediately and 

there are both left-handed and right-handed versions. The ball point is not too fine so con-
trol is not always a problem.  

 

Schneider Breeze Ergonomic Rollerball Pen  

 

Schneider Breeze is an ergonomic cartridge rollerball which will appeal to all ages. Soft feel, 
sculpted shape and effortless writing tip contribute to a relaxed experience. The moulded 
grip supports all three fingers while the grip decoration is also functional extra grip. The grip 
has been designed to be suitable for both right and left-handers. 

The newly-developed cartridge refill is significantly better than its predecessors, featuring 
an ink regulator for consistent performance. Every cartridge has both ink supply and new 
writing tip. The ink is quick-drying and smudge-proof with highlighters. 

 

There are a range of other pens which might accept the Large Ultra 

pencil grip if this is found to be helpful.  You may need to take your 

pencil grip to the shop to check!  

Manuscript Handwriting Pen Twin Pack Ergonomic grip, quick-drying ink  
Black blue  

http://www.cultpens.com/i/q/MA40945/manuscript-handwriting-pen-twin-pack


  

 

 
Manuscript School Handwriting Pen Triple Pack Ergonomic grip, quick-drying ink  
blackblue  

 
Berol Handwriting Pen Click-Cap Trusty first pen - as used by a million schoolkids  
Black, blue  

red  

 
Berol Handwriting Stick Pen Trusty first pen - as used by a million schoolkids  

Black blue light-blue red  

http://www.cultpens.com/i/q/MA44449/manuscript-school-handwriting-pen-triple-pack
http://www.cultpens.com/i/q/BL10529/berol-handwriting-pen-click-cap
http://www.cultpens.com/i/q/BL10533/berol-handwriting-stick-pen


  

 

 
Berol Notewriter Pen Long-life plastic point writing pen  
black  

 
Berol Handhugger Writing Pen Hard-wearing easy-grip pen for young writers 

                         
Craft Design Technology item 20 - Fountain Pen Unique plastic point 'fountain pen' (likely to 

work with the Large Ultra). 
 

http://www.cultpens.com/i/q/BL10557/berol-notewriter-pen
http://www.cultpens.com/i/q/BL10521/berol-handhugger-writing-pen
http://www.cultpens.com/i/q/CT30737/craft-design-technology-item-20---fountain-pen


  

 

 
Pentel Handwriter Pen S575M Classic styled handwriting pen with hard wearing nib  

 
Pentel Stylo JM11 Plastic Nib Fountain Pen Unique writing experience thanks to the delta-

shaped nib  

 
Fountain Pentel JM20 Much-loved fibre-nibbed 'fountain pen' with unique dual-response nib  
 
 

http://www.cultpens.com/i/q/PN04559/pentel-handwriter-pen-s575m
http://www.cultpens.com/i/q/PN42517/pentel-stylo-jm11-plastic-nib-fountain-pen
http://www.cultpens.com/i/q/PN00582/fountain-pentel-jm20

